
COLOR-STYLE:                 Hawikuh
SPECIES:                           European Oak (Quercus spp.)
GRADING:                        Selected (Aesthetic)
TREATMENT:                    Lightly brushed; hand-rubbed, 
                                          color reactive layering
FINISH:                              Matte Urethane, anti-scratch
BOARD WIDTH:                 7.5" (190mm)
BOARD LENGTH:              RL, 2'-6''1', Average 4' 7", heavy full length
THICKNESS:                       5/8" (15mm)
WEAR LAYER:                    Sawn-3mm
CONSTRUCTION:              Engineered, Solid hardwood layered 
                                           construction
SUBSTRATE:                      Hardwood
ENVIRONMENT:                VOC compliant

Sawyer and Southern, a leader in innovative flooring designs, present the Aride
Collection. Inspired by ancestral Pueblo sites, the line features reactive stains and real
color dimensions not found in other lines. Aride offers Selected and Character looks
that will enhance any interior space, all centered on European Oak in wide widths of 7-
1/2” and lengths that are heavy to 6’1”. Another innovative design element is that we
also offer compatibly matched decors to all of our wood in our waterproof luxury vinyl
SPC with commercial Quartz finishes.  Aride brings timeless beauty to any setting. 

Sawyer and Southern : Aride Wood Flooring Collection : SawyerandSouthern.com  

Wood is a natural product. All samples are produced to be a close
representation of the actual finished product. The finished flooring may
contain a larger variation of color, grain, knots, and other character than may
be evident in the smaller sample you are viewing. Samples that are aged or
have been exposed to direct sunlight may appear differently, (darker or
yellowed), than the flooring it is meant to represent. Due to the varying
hardness of wood flooring species, you must be aware that flooring may dent
& scratch if you do not provide proper care and maintenance during
installation and thereafter. In addition, it is strongly recommended not to
subject the flooring to relative humidity below 35% as checks and cracks may
develop in any fine wood product.

The Selected Grade grading designation is a hand-selected grade, chosen to
represent a clean aesthetic with very minimum of knots and other minor
character marks allowed. This grade is truly wood in its most enhanced
natural state.

Each Aride is unique.


